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Exploring the sub-eV neutrino mass range with supernova neutrinos
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A new method to study the effects of neutrino masses on a supernova neutrino signal is proposed. The
method relies exclusively on the analysis of the full statistics of neutrino events, it is independent of astro-
physical assumptions, and does not require the observation of any additional phenomenon to trace possible
delays in the neutrino arrival times. The sensitivity of the method to the sub-eV neutrino mass range, defined
as the capability of disentangling at 95% C.L. the casemn51 eV from mn50, is tested by analyzing a set of
synthetic neutrino samples modeled according to the signal that could be detected at SuperKamiokande. For a
supernova at the Galactic center success is achieved in more than 50% of the cases. It is argued that a future
Galactic supernova yielding several thousands of inverseb decays might provide enough information to
explore a neutrino mass range somewhat below 1 eV.
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During the past few years, the large amount of data c
lected by solar@1# and atmospheric@2# neutrino experiments
provided strong evidence for nonvanishing neutrino mas
The recent KamLAND result@3# on the depletion of the neu
trino flux from nuclear power plants in Japan gave a fi
confirmation of this picture. Since in the standard mo
~SM! of particle physics all neutrino species are massle
this constitutes the first direct evidence for new physics,
provides important information for developing theories b
yond the SM. However, to date all the evidence for neutr
masses comes from oscillation experiments that are only
sitive to mass square differences and cannot give any in
mation on single mass values. The importance of measu
the absolute value of neutrino masses cannot be underst
It is presently being addressed by means of a remark
large number of different approaches, ranging from labo
tory experiments to a plethora of methods that rely on c
mological considerations. Recent reviews can be found
@4#. From the study of the end point of the electron spectr
in tritium b decay, laboratory experiments have been able
set the limit mne

,2.2 eV @5#. This is already close to the
sensitivity limit of on-going experiments. If neutrinos a
Majorana particles, the non-observation of neutrinol
doubleb decay can constrain a particular combination of
three neutrino masses. Interpretation of these experime
results is difficult due to large theoretical uncertainties
lated to nuclear matrix elements calculations. This is
flected in a model-dependent limitmn

e f f,0.35–1.24 eV
@4,6#. A tight bound( imn i

,0.7 eV was recently set by th
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe~WMAP! Collabo-
ration @7# by combining measurements of cosmic microwa
background anisotropies with data from bright galaxies r
shift surveys@8# and other cosmological data. However, th
limit becomes much looser if the set of assumptions
which it relies is relaxed~see @9# for discussions of this
point!. Therefore it is quite important to keep looking fo
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alternative ways to measure the neutrino masses. Mode
dependent limits can be more reliably established by co
bining complementary experimental information and, ne
less to say, it would be of utmost importance if the ma
values could be measured by means of more than one i
pendent method.

Already a long time ago it was realized that superno
~SN! neutrinos can provide valuable information on the ne
trino masses@10#. The basic idea relies on the time-of-fligh
delayDt that a neutrino of massmn and energyEn traveling
a distanceL would suffer with respect to a massless partic

Dt

L
5

1

v
21'S 5.1 ms

10 kpcD S 10 MeV

En
D 2S mn

1 eVD 2

, ~1!

where for ultra-relativistic neutrinos we have used 1v
5En /pn.11mn

2/2En
2 . The dispersion in the arrival time o

about 20 electron anti-neutrinos from supernova SN198
was used in the past to set the model independent limitmn̄e

,30 eV @11#. This limit can become significantly tighter un
der some specific assumptions. For example a recent det
reanalysis obtained, within the SN delayed explosion s
nario, the limitmn̄e

,5.7 eV @12#.
Since SN 1987A, several efforts have been carried ou

improve the sensitivity of the method, while waiting for th
next explosion within our Galaxy. Often, these approac
rely on ‘‘timing’’ events related to the collapse of the st
core, which are used as benchmarks for measuring the
trino delays. The emission of gravitational waves@13,14#, the
ne neutronization burst@14#, the initial steep raise of the
neutrino luminosity@15#, and the abrupt interruption of th
neutrino signal due to a further collapse into a black h
@16# have been used to this aim. However, there are so
drawbacks to these methods: firstly only neutrinos with
rival time close to the benchmarks are used, and they re
sent only a small fraction of the total; secondly the obser
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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tion of the benchmark events is not always certain, and
any case some model dependence on the details of the
explosion is generally introduced.

The method we want to propose is free from these dr
backs: it relies only on the measurement of the neutrino
ergies and arrival times, and it uses the full statistics of
detected signal, thus allowing us to extract the maximum
information. It is also remarkably independent of particu
astrophysical assumptions, since no use is made of be
marks events. The basic idea is the following: in the ide
ized case of vanishing experimental errors in the determ
tion of the neutrino energies and arrival times, and assum
an arbitrarily large statistics and a perfectly blackbody n
trino spectrum, one could use the events with energy ab
some suitable valueE* ~to suppress the mass effects! to
reconstruct very precisely the evolution in time of the ne
trino flux and spectrum. Once the time dependence of the
signal is pinned down, the only parameter left to reconc
the time distribution of the low energy neutrinos with th
high energy part of the signal would be the neutrino ma
which could then be nailed to its true value. Of course, no
of the previous conditions is actually fulfilled. In water Cˇ er-
enkov detectors as SuperKamiokande~SK! the uncertainty
on relative timings is negligible; however, the errors in t
energy measurements are important and must be prop
taken into account. The statistics is large but finite, and
not only represents a source of statistical uncertainty, but
implies an upper limit on the useful values ofE* . Finally,
the SN neutrino spectrum is not perfectly thermal@17#. Nev-
ertheless, a good sensitivity to the mass survives and, a
will show, it will be possible to disentangle with a goo
confidence the two casesmn50 and 1 eV.

To test quantitatively the idea outlined above we proce
in two steps.

~i! First we generate a set of synthetic neutrino sign
according to some suitable SN model. Neutrinos are t
propagated from the SN to the detector assuming two dif
ent SN-Earth distances~10 and 20 kpc! and two different
mass valuesmn50 and 1 eV. Finally, two different energ
thresholds~5 and 10 MeV! are used for the detection. Th
result consists of several neutrino samples that hopef
would not differ too much from a real SN signal.

~ii ! The signals are then analyzed with the main goal
disentangling with sufficient confidence the two casesmn

50 and 1 eV. Only the SN-Earth distance is assumed to
known ~this information could be obtained directly from op
tical observations or, with an uncertainty of the order
25%, from a comparison of the measured total energy wi
theoretical estimation of the binding energy released@18#!.
Other quantities, like the spectral functions and the detail
the time evolution of the neutrino flux, are inferred direc
from the data.

Generation of the neutrino samples.The time evolution of
the neutrino luminosity and average energy can be obta
from the results of SN explosion simulations@19–22#. In the
present analysis we use the results of Woosleyet al. @20#.
This model is characterized by a rather hard neutrino sp
trum (^En̄e

&*20 MeV) that results in a large number of d
tected events~8,800 in SK!. Still this is a conservative
10300
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choice, since it also implies a depletion in the number of l
energy neutrinos with a corresponding loss of information
the neutrino mass. Inside the protoneutron star neutrinos
in thermal equilibrium, and therefore it is reasonable to
sume that the gross features of their energy spectrum a
emission can still be described by a Fermi-Dirac distributio

Ŝ„En ;T̂~ t !,ĥ…5
En

2/T̂3~ t !

F2~0,ĥ !~11eEn /T̂(t)2ĥ(t)!
, ~2!

whereF2(0,ĥ) is defined in Eq.~4! and a ‘‘pinching’’ factor
ĥ(t) has been introduced to simulate spectral distortio
@17#. From now on, quantities with a hat (ĥ,T̂, . . . ) repre-
sent input to the Monte Carlo~MC! simulation, while quan-
tities without a hat will refer to results of data fitting. W
define the Fermi functions and generalized Fermi integral

f n~x,h!5
xn

11ex2h
~3!

Fn~y,h!5E
y

`

f n~x,h! dx. ~4!

Using the time evolution of the average neutrino ene
En(t) as given in Fig. 3 of Ref.@20# and taking for simplicity
ĥ53 @17# constant, we compute the effective temperatu
that, together withĥ, determines the neutrino spectrum
the source:

T̂~ t !5k3En~ t !, ~5!

wherek3[F2(0,3)/F3(0,3)'4. Given that the average en
ergy is only mildly dependent on time@20#, we model the
evolution of the neutrino fluxF̂(t) simply by taking it pro-
portional to the luminosity as given in Fig. 2 of Ref.@20#.

In the SK detector,n̄e’s are detected through the inverseb

decay reactionn̄ep→e1n that has the energy thresho
Ereact5me1Dmnp.1.8 MeV, whereme is the electron mass

FIG. 2. Comparison between the Monte Carlo flux functi

F̂(t) ~thick line! and the result of the likelihood analysis for 4
samples (L510 kpc,Etr55 MeV,mn50).
2-2
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and Dmnp.1.3 MeV is the neutron to proton mass diffe
ence. The effect of the detection cross sections(En) @23# is
taken into account from the beginning by using the funct
Ŝ„En ;T̂(t),ĥ…3F̂(t)3s(En) in the MC generator. Each SN
neutrino is labeled by its emission timetn and by its energy
En . The corresponding detected positron is also identified
an energy/time pair of values (Ee,te). We generateEe ac-
cording to a Gaussian distribution with central valueEe

5En2Dmnp and variances50.15A10MeV/Ee that corre-
sponds to the SK energy resolution@24#. Since the time reso
lution of the SK detector is very precise, no error is assign
to te. For massive neutrinos, we redefinete5tn1Dtn by
including the appropriate delayDtn5Lmn

2/2En
2 . A fixed

number of 8,800 energy/time pairs (Ei
e ,t i

e) is generated in

each run. This corresponds to the expected number on̄e
interactions within the SK fiducial volume for the spectru
of the model in@20# and a SN at 10 kpc. ForL520 kpc this
number is resampled down by a factor of four. Next, po
trons with energies below the detection threshold (Etr55 or
10 Mev! are discarded, and as a last step the origin of
time axis is set in coincidence with the first positron detec
(t1

e50) and eacht i
e is accordingly redefined. For each set

values (Etr ,L,mn) 40 different samples are generated in th
way.

Analysis of the neutrino signal.We analyze the neutrino
signals by means of the likelihood function

L5S„e;T~ t !,h~ t !…3F~ t1dt;b,d, f !3s~e!. ~6!

The energye5Ee1Dmnp of each neutrino is inferred from
the positron energy. The spectral functionS is assumed of the
form ~2! with a time-dependent effective temperatureT(t)
and pinching factor h(t) fitted from the data. F(t
1dt;b,d, f ) describes the time evolution of the neutrin
flux, and the four parametersdt, b, d and f account for its
location on the time axis and detailed shape. Finally,s(e) is
the neutrino cross section.

The spectral functions.The two spectral functionsT(t)
andh(t) are determined by fitting the first and second m
mentum of the energy distribution to the mean energyEn and
mean squared energyEn

2 of the incomingneutrino flux~prior
to detection!. Given a set ofn neutrinos withmeasureden-
ergies (e1 ,e2 , . . . ,en), and assuming for the cross sectio
the approximate forms(e)}e2, we have

En'

(
i

e i
21

(
i

e i
22

, En
2'

n

(
i

e i
22

. ~7!

From Eq.~1! we see that the typical neutrino delays are
most of the order of few milliseconds. This is much shor
than the time scale over which sizable variations of the sp
tral functions are likely to occur@19–22#. Therefore, by bin-
ning over sufficiently large time windows we can ensure t
the determination ofT andh for each bin will not be affected
by the delays. We use a set of 20 windows of size increas
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from 50 ms to 2 s, distributed over a signal duration 20
After this time the neutrino flux is assumed to be too low
provide additional information. To reduce further the po
sible effects of mass-induced time delays, only neutrin
with energy larger thanE* 515 MeV are used. For eac
time window @ ta ,ta11# we perform a least square fit to th
following quantities:

En~T,h!5
F3~y,h!

F2~y,h!
T, ~8!

En
2~T,h!

@En~T,h!#2
5

F2~y,h!F4~y,h!

F3
2~y,h!

, ~9!

where the functionsFn(y,h) defined in Eq.~4! depend on
the temperature throughy5E* /T. This yields the ‘‘best’’
valuesT( t̄ a) andh( t̄ a) at t̄ a5(ta1ta11)/2. Finally, in order
to obtain two smooth continuous functions, the pointsT( t̄ a)
andh( t̄ a) are interpolated with two half integer power poly
nomials PT,h;( lcl t

l /2 with l 50,1,2, . . . 10 for T and l

50,1,3,5 forh. In Fig. 1 the functionsT̂(t) and ĥ53 used
in the simulation MC simulation~thick lines! are compared
with 40 fits to neutrino samples generated withmn50 and
L510 kpc. These results remain unchanged formn51 eV,
while for L520 kpc, due to the reduced statistics, the fi
show a somewhat wider dispersion.

The neutrino flux.Even if the details of the neutrino flux
evolution with time are not known, its gross features can
predicted on rather solid theoretical grounds. It is expec
that a sharp exponential rise, with a time scale of tenths
milliseconds, is followed by a power law decay, with a tim
scale of several seconds. We model this behavior by me
of a parametric analytical function in which, roughly spea
ing, two parameters describe the rising and decaying ra
and a third one accounts for the transition point:

F~ t;b,d, f !;
e2 f t2m

~11btn!d
→H e2 f t2m

~ t→0!

t2nd ~ t→`!.
~10!

FIG. 1. Comparison of the Monte Carlo spectral temperat

T̂(t) and pinching parameterĥ ~thick lines! with T(t) and h(t)
fitted for 40 samples (L510 kpc,mn50).
2-3
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This function can reproduce reasonably well the results
different models@19–22#. The two exponentsm and n are
fixed to suitable integer values by means of a prelimin
rough fitting procedure to the data, and then are held cons
throughout the analysis of all the samples. For the mode
@20# we usen58 andm52. Finally, since the origin of times
was arbitrarily set in coincidence with the detection of t
first neutrino whileF vanishes att50, a fourth parameterdt
is required to letF(t1dt) freely shift along the time axis.

The likelihood analysis.The minimization of the negative
log-likelihood is carried out by means of the packageMINUIT

@25#. To avoid double minimums, we minimize with respe
to the square of the neutrino mass. Given a value ofmn

2 the
time delay of each neutrino is computed according to
energye i , and subtracted from its arrival timet i . The log-
likelihood for the new array of times is then evaluated, a
minimized with respect to the other parametersb, d, f and
dt. This proceeds until the absolute minimum is found in t
full five-dimensional parameter space. There is a subt
related to the cases when, especially for large test mass
neutrino is migrated to an early time whereF50. The prob-
lem is not just a numerical one of logarithm overflow. Due
the uncertainty in the energy measurement, the first neutr
detected can end up in such a position without necess
implying that the corresponding distribution has vanish
probability. To account for this, for the relevant neutrinos t
energy uncertainty is converted into an uncertainty in
new time position, and the corresponding contribution to
likelihood is evaluated by convolvingL(t) in Eq. ~10! with a
Gaussian of the appropriated width. In Fig. 2 the results
the fitted fluxes for 40 samples withL510 kpc, Etr
55 MeV and mn50 eV are compared with the functio
F̂(t) used in the MC generator~thick line!.

Results. Our results are summarized in Fig. 3 and in Ta
I. Figure 3 depicts the results of the mass fits for two sets
40 samples withEtr55 MeV,L510 kpc, m̂n50 ~circles!
andm̂n51 eV ~squares!. The data points have been order
with an increasing value of the best fit mass to show
difference between the two cases. Error bars correspon

FIG. 3. Fitted values of the mass and 95% C.L. error bars

two sets of 40 analysis withL510 kpc andEtr55 MeV for m̂n

50 ~circles! andm̂n51 eV ~squares!.
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95% C.L., where the lower~upper! limit is computed by
integrating the likelihood frommn

25` (2`) until reaching
the 95% of the area, while minimizing with respect to t
other parameters. We have checked that the limits do
change much if the integration is restricted to the physi
regionmn

2.0.
Table I summarizes some results of the mass fitting.

each set of parameters (Etr ,L,m̂n) we have analyzed 40
samples. The first row gives the percentage of times in wh
the 95% C.L. lower limitmn

l is larger than the input mass

m̂n . The second row refers to the cases when the upper l
mn

u is smaller than m̂n . The numbers in parentheses corr
spond toL520 kpc. These figures characterize the perce
age of ‘‘failures’’ of the method, which therefore appear to
reliable in about 90–95 % of the cases. The third row giv
the percentage of times whenmn50 is excluded at 95% C.L
when the signal is generated withm̂n51 eV. This character-
izes the power of the method for excluding a massless n
trino. We see that in the most favorable case (Etr
55 MeV, L510 kpc) the method is successful in more th
50% of the cases. The following three rows give the aver
over the 40 samples of the mass square best fit and of
95% C.L. lower and upper limits~only for L510 kpc).
These last figures are just intended to give an idea of
quality of the fits~they would be fully meaningful only if 40
SN could be observed!.

From the results in the table it is apparent that low ene
neutrinos are crucial for the sensitivity of the method, a
therefore a low detection threshold is very important. W
Etr55 MeV the massless case is excluded in about 50%
the cases, while this drops to 25% whenEtr510 MeV. Also,
with the higher energy threshold the fluctuations of the
sults over the 40 runs is doubled~last three rows!. Unfortu-
nately, there could be a dangerous background in the en
range between 5 and 10 MeV, represented by photons o
nating from neutral current reactions off16O mainly pro-

r

TABLE I. Results of the analysis for the two neutrino mass

m̂n50 and 1 eV, two energy thresholds of 5 and 10 MeV and
two SN distances of 10 kpc and, in parentheses, 20 kpc. The
~second! row give the percentage of times in which the 95% C

lower ~upper! limit mn
l (mn

u) is larger~smaller! thanm̂n . The third
row lists how many timesmn50 can be excluded~95% C.L.! when

m̂n51 eV. The following three rows give, forL510 kpc, the mass
square best fit and the 95% lower and upper limits averaged ove
samples.

Etr 5 MeV 10 MeV

m̂n ~eV! 0 1 0 1

mn
l .m̂n~%! 5 ~11! 4 ~5! 5 ~10! 11 ~5!

mn
u,m̂n~%! 9 ~6! 2 ~5! 12 ~6! 10 ~7!

mn
l .0~%! – 55 ~40! – 28 ~23!

^mn
2& 20.160.4 1.060.5 20.260.8 0.861.0

^(mn
l )2& 20.860.4 0.160.6 21.661.0 20.861.2

^(mn
u)2& 0.660.5 1.860.5 1.161.0 2.261.1
2-4
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duced by the more energeticm andt neutrinos@26#. Softer
neutrino spectra, such as the spectra predicted by the m
of Totani et al.@21#, would have the double benefit of dra
tically reducing this background, while at the same time ra

ing the number ofn̄e emitted in the 5–10 MeV energy rang
from about 7% of the present analysis to about 20%. In
case a better sensitivity to the mass could be expected
should also mention that very recently it has been sugge
that water Cˇ erenkov detectors could be modified to allo
tagging of the inverseb decay neutrons@27#. This would
eliminate the background from neutral current reactions
allow for lower thresholds.

Numerical spectrum and neutrino oscillations. The previ-
ous results have been derived by relying on two main s
plifying approximations for the neutrinos energy spectru
~1! the neutrino energies have been generated assumin
‘‘pinched’’ Fermi-Dirac spectrum given in Eq.~2! and fitted,
as was described above, with a similar two-parameters
ergy distribution;~2! no effects of the neutrino oscillation
were included in the analysis. In order to evaluate to w
extent the sensitivity of the method could be affected
these approximations, we have run a set of simulations
which the neutrino energies were generated according to
shapes of the numerical spectra given by Janka and H
ebrandt in@17#. A time-dependent energy rescaling of th
spectral shapes was introduced to reproduce properly
time evolution of the mean energies as given in@20#. We
stress that since a two parameter Fermi-Dirac distribution
rather accurately the spectra obtained from the numer
simulations, dropping our first simplification does not affe
sensibly the numerical results.

Neutrino oscillations can produce a composite spectr

corresponding to an admixture of the originaln̄e spectrum

with a harder component due ton̄x (x5m,t) @28#. Clearly,
the resulting spectral distortions will depend on the size

the n̄e2 n̄x spectral differences. While it is often stated th
these differences could be quite sizable, and could yield

to a factor of two hierarchy between then̄x and n̄e average
energies@19–22#, recent and more complete analyses of S
neutrino spectra formation@29# indicate that this is not the
case: the inclusion of important interaction rates that w
neglected in previous works yields spectral differences
are only of the order of 10%@29#. At this level, identifying
the two components of a mixed spectrum would be a diffic
task, and could represent a real challenge for the study o
neutrino oscillations in then̄e2 n̄x channel. However, for
what concerns our analysis, this ensures that the results
cussed above are not affected much by neutrino oscillati
To be on the safe side, we have tested the sensitivity of
method to oscillation effects by running a set of simulatio
using the results of Woosleyet al. @20# for which, as a con-
sequence of neglecting important neutrino reactions@29#, the
spectral differences are extreme (Ēn̄x

'2Ēn̄e
). As we will

show, even in this~probably unrealistic! case, we find that
the loss in sensitivity to the neutrino mass is small. We c
conclude that the effects of neutrino oscillations do not
10300
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danger the applicability of our method and neither its ove
sensitivity to the neutrino mass.

As is discussed in@28#, depending on the type of th
neutrino mass hierarchy~normal or inverted! and on the size
of sin2u13 ~large *1024 or very small &1026), neutrino
oscillations could~i! harden then̄e spectrum through a com
plete spectral swap withn̄m ~inverted hierarchy, largeu13),
~ii ! mix the n̄e spectrum with a fraction of about sin2u12
;1/4 of harder neutrinos~in the other cases!. ~The region
sin2u13;1026–1024 would produce spectra with an interme
diate amount of mixing.! The first case can be studied with
out modifications in our procedure. Clearly, a different sp
trum would imply somewhat different numerical result
however, this is analogous to the unavoidable uncerta
related to the choice of the particular SN model since,
example, then̄e mean energies that have been used in
present analysis@20# are quite close to then̄m mean energies
of the model of Totaniet al. @21#. The second case is mor
interesting since, for large spectral differences, fitting a co
posite spectrum with just one effective spectral tempera
and one pinching parameter could degrade somewhat
sensitivity.

We have carried out an analysis of 40 neutrino samp
with a mixed composite spectrum as would result from
normal mass hierarchy, sin2u12'1/4 and largeu13. The
original n̄e andn̄x fluxes taken from@20# are depicted in Fig.
4 and compared with the compositen̄e flux at the detection
point, as well as with our maximum likelihood fits. The rel
tive normalization of the fluxes was computed assuming
vor equipartition of the integrated luminosities and the tim
dependent average energies given in@20#. A similar
comparison between the mean energies of the two spe
components, the average energy of the mixed spectrum
the average energies obtained from Fermi-Dirac distributi
with fitted spectral parametersT̂(t) and ĥ(t) is depicted in
Fig. 5.

FIG. 4. Comparison between then̄e ~upper thick line! and n̄m

~lower thick line! fluxes used in the Monte Carlo, the resultingn̄e

flux at the detection point~middle thick line!, and the maximum
likelihood fits for 40 neutrino samples with a mixed compos
spectrum.
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For the mass fits we have takenEtr55 MeV and L
510 kpc. Since we are essentially interested in the loss
sensitivity to the neutrino mass with respect to the n
oscillation case, we have been searching for a mass v
that can reproduce results similar to those of the band plo
Fig. 3 ~namely, for a signal generated withm̂nÞ0 we require
the massless case to be excluded at 95% C.L. in at least
of the runs!. As is shown in Fig. 6 our requirement is ful
filled for m̂n51.2 eV, to be compared withm̂n51.0 eV for
the non-oscillation case. We conclude that even in the u
alistic case of extremely large spectral differences betw
the components of a mixed spectrum, fitting the data wit
single two parameter Fermi-Dirac distribution does not
grade much the numerical results for the mass estim
Given that the most recent results suggest that then̄e andn̄m
spectra are in fact not very different@29#, the use of more
complicated bimodal energy distributions to improve t
mass fits is probably not justified.

Before concluding, a few remarks are in order. In th
work we have not carried out any deep study aimed to o
mize the single fits to each different neutrino sample~win-
dows size, interpolating functionsPT,h , specific flux func-

FIG. 5. Comparison between then̄e ~lower thick line! and n̄m

~upper thick line! mean energies of the numerical spectra used
the Monte Carlo, the mean energy of the mixed composite spec

~middle thick line!, and the fitted values ofĒn̄e
(t) for 40 neutrino

samples.
10300
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ue
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e-
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a
-

te.
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tion parameters!. A large number of different sets of dat
have been analyzed through the very same procedure, in
der to collect enough information about the sensitivity of t
method in a reasonable amount of time. It is clear to us t
optimizing the overall procedure in order to analyze a s
cific sample~as would certainly be the case with a sign
from a real SN! can improve the sensitivity and shrink som
what the uncertainties onmn

2 .
Besides the effects of neutrino oscillations that we

briefly analyzed in the last paragraph, a few other iss
deserve further investigation. For example, assuming that
SK signal could be combined with negligible uncertainty
the absolute timing with the signal detected at KamLAN
the much better energy resolution and the lower threshold
this last detector could enhance the sensitivity to the neut
mass. It also remains to see what sensitivity could
achieved with a statistics one order of magnitude larger
would be available with the megaton neutrino detectors p
ently under study@30–32#.
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FIG. 6. Fitted values of the mass and 95% C.L. error bars fo
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510 kpc, Etr55 MeV, m̂n50 ~circles!, m̂n51.2 eV ~squares!!.
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